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EditorialDealing with Scientific DisagreementsThis issue of Cell Stem Cell includes an unusual Forum article
from Leonard Zon and a member of his group, Pulin Li (Li and
Zon, 2010). Their article describes the course and outcome of a
collaborative discussion approach initiated byDr. Zon that aimed
to resolve the differences of opinion that exist about whether
N-cadherin is expressed in hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs)
and, if so, whether it plays a functional role in that context.
Accompanying theForumarticle is aBrief Report fromHosokawa
et al. (2010), containing experiments that are relevant to part of
the discussion. In addition, although it has a different focus and
does not cover N-cadherin specifically, Timm Schroeder’s
Minireview about HSC purification and subpopulations is related
to some of the issues that are raised (Schroeder, 2010).
Li and Zon’s article describes their perspective on the N-cad-
herin discussion process and its outcome clearly, so I will not go
into details here. Watching the process from the sidelines over
the past year has prompted me to think at a broader level about
how research fields, and the journals that serve them, can best
handle scientific disagreements when they do arise. Many are
settled in a rapid and informal way, with scientists discussing
their results in detail, exchanging reagents if necessary, and
coming to a joint conclusion. In an ideal world, one would like
to think that all scientific disagreements could be resolved in
this way. However, in the real world, it is not always possible to
do so. Inmost, and perhaps eventually all, cases, over the course
of time additional data and new approaches make it possible to
reconcile data that previously seemed discrepant. However, in
the interim, contradictory results can be confusing and even
misleading for the field. It was this type of situation that Dr. Zon
set out to address with a mediated interactive discussion
approach. Compared to someof the questions faced by the stem
cell field, the role ofN-cadherin inHSCs is of interest to a relatively
small subset of researchers, but it has nevertheless been the
subject of conflicting presentations andpublications. Addressing
it in this way therefore provided both a ‘‘test case’’ of the overall
approach and benefit to the field overall. I think it is clear from
Li and Zon’s article and the discrete conclusions they draw that
there is value in this type of process and that it can resolve
disagreements. However, I think it is also clear that mediating
and overseeing such a process is difficult and time consuming,
and reachingagreement onmajor issues canbevery challenging.From the perspective of a journal such as Cell Stem Cell, it
seems to me that the only fair approach is to remain neutral in
any conflict and to publish studies that meet editorial criteria
and peer reviewer standards even if they seem to conflict with
previous work. However, there comes a time in many scientific
disagreements where additional experiments along similar lines
to those published previously do not provide significant new
insights. As Li and Zon outline in their article, analysis of the
role of N-cadherin in HSCs seems to have reached that point.
In addition, many journals, Cell Stem Cell included, have options
for community feedback on papers, through online comment
systems, letters, and more formal data-supported challenges
to published work. With a view to encouraging this type of dia-
logue, we increased the prominence of our online comment
feature in the new ‘‘Article of the Future’’ format that we launched
in January this year (for more information, see Marcus, 2009). I
encourage all of you, as our readers, to use this feature and
provide your perspective on articles that we have published.
More informal online venues such as blogs, society-sponsored
networks such as the ISSCR groups on LinkedIn and Facebook,
and even Twitter, also provide mechanisms for scientific discus-
sion about published work and its interpretation that can help
highlight issues for the benefit of the field overall.
At a broader level, I think it is also important to bear in mind
that, even though scientific disagreements can sometimes be
a source of tension, they are, in fact, a good thing. Controversies
prompt everyone to rethink their assumptions and devise new
experiments to address outstanding issues. Ultimately, there-
fore, disagreements help drive progress.REFERENCES
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